CHERRYWOOD NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION
STEERING COMMITTEE MINUTES
25 July 2012 -- 7:30pm
Location: Tacqueria Los Altos

1. 7:30pm - Welcome, introductions;
○

sc present: Aaron Choate, Rebecca Kohout, Girard Kinney, Jeremy Mazur, Jack
Josey Newman, Jennifer Potter-Miller
○ non-sc present: Emily Schwartz, Isaiah Tibbs, David Boston
2. 7:35pm - [for action] Review the variance request at French Place/Edgewood
○

conversation about the request and how the owners have worked to address
any issues the neighbors and the LUT had
○ consensus item -- support the variance request
3. 7:50pm - Discuss the progress related to 3305 LaFayette
○

Discuss the effort to work with the owners of the property to address the
concerns the neighbors and the neighborhood have.

4. 8:10pm - Announcement of the Blue Ribbon Yard
○

3815 Brookview (gift certificate was given)
○ looking for sponsors for future awards
5. 8:20pm - Update on the Historic Preservation Committee
○

local historic districs
○ preservation wiki
○
6. 8:30pm - Treasurer’s report
○

advertising is still paying for the costs of printing the flea
○ there is an opportunity for us to give out a “good neighbor award”
7. 8:40pm - Review the UBC official contact list
○

there is some confusion in the UBC about what the requirements re: business
membership is involved
○ UBC will be reviewing the bylaws to see if we can get a consensus on the
interpretation
○ All of the neighborhoods have difficulty in recruiting rental members

8. 8:50pm - Planning for the August General meeting
○

will include an opportunity to discuss the Scheiffer area residents request for a
realignment of the Cherrywood boundaries

9. PARD Proposal (Emily Schwartz)
○

agreed as written with the addition of an appendix that lists the alternative uses
that people have brought up in the past.

10. 9:15 adjorn

